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ABSTRACT
This study was undertaken for modelling the effect of temperature and
humidity on relative performance of two dust samplers in two mining complexes
in Labrador, Canada. Data were collected from five major locations. A statistical
analysis is given to identify the distributional pattern of dust concentration.
Then the multiple regression based on least squares as well as M-estimation of
regression techniques were applied for modelling.
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CI-IAPTER
INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND
It is well-known that the respiratory health condition of the workers in a
mine is affected by concentration of dust mainly deposited due to production
activities [ d. Fairman et al.(1977); Musk et al. (1977); Gregory (1971) I. In plan-
ning for the prevention of high dust concentrations, it is important to measure
the magnitude of dust produced in a mine . One requires a scientific instrument
for such measurements. Common scientific instruments used in mining to meas-
ure dust concentration are:
1. Nylon Cyclone (NY) - designed to approximate the American Conference of
Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGlII) criteria.
2. II & II Custom Metal Cyclone (ME)- designed to approximate the British
Medical Research Council (13MRC) criteria.
Nylon cyclones (NY) are considerably smaller in size and weight than some
other size-selection devices, and are not seriously affected by orientation . These
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characteristics of the nylon cyclone are particularly useful in personal sampling.
For many years, the nylon cyclone, designed to conform to the ACGIH criterion,
has been routinely used by the U.S. Public Health Service as a size-selective
presampler to remove the non-respirable fraction of the dust. A metal cyclone of
comparable size and weight has been developed in Britain. The most commonly
used metal cyclone, designed by Higgins (l9G7), conforming to the BMRC cri-
terion, is manufactured by Casella, England.
We note here that there are some other instruments available to measure
dust concentration. For example, beginning in 1952, the methods employed to
sample dust conditions centered on the use of the midget impinger. This device,
developed prior to the 1950's, is a short period dust sampling instrument; it usu-
ally samples a cubic foot volume of air over a 10 minute period. It is apparent
that the determination of the average dust concentration over an 8 hour shift, by
means of the midget impinger, would involve the collection of a considerable
number of samples and the time -consuming task of microscopy work . Even if
this approach were acceptable, the accuracy of the end result would be subject
to the limitations of the equipment and accompanying errors. While it should be
appreciated that these instruments were not designed to assess average dust con-
centrations, they have satisfied the need as an engineering tool. Their main
advantage includes the ability to measure peak concentrations and provide the
results in a matter of hours. As a result , they serve the useful function of locat-
ing individual sources of dust, determining the effectiveness of dust control
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systems, and measuring dust collector efficiencies, etc.
As ME and NY ( unlike the instruments of 50's and 60's) are to assess the
magnitude of dust concentration in a production area, they were used in two
mining complexes in Labrador in 1980 to measure dust concentration. Areas were
selected throughout the mines to give a good representation of the general atmo-
sphere under all working conditions. Once the areas were chosen, the equipment
was generally fastened to a beam or a pipe by a piece of wire and hung approxi-
mately 5 feet of the floor. The instrument was then turned on and the following
data other than production were recorded:
1. Experiment Type
2. Experiment Number
3. Date Weighted
4. Filter number (marked on masking tape)
5. Tare Weight (MG)
6. Gross Weight (MG)
7. Net Weight ( Gross weight - Tare weight)
8. Sample Type (ME or NY)
9. Pump number (marked on back case)
10. Head Number
11. Orifice Number
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12. Flow rate
13. Shift
14. Exposure Date
15. Location
16. Wet bulb temperature (WT~
17. Dry bulb temperature F (T)
18. The Percentage relative Humidity (II) were calculated using standard com-
fort chart
19. Time on
20. Time off
21. Total time
The five locations under this study are as follows:
1251 : IOCC Concentrator Process 1
1312 : IOCC Pellet Plant regrind mills
1341 : IOCC Pellet Plant induration Machines 1-4
2231 : Scully Process Spirals
2233 : Scully Process High Tension
The primary objective of this project is to model the peformance of dust
concentration measured by ME and NY in terms of appropriate covariates. The
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influential covariates are production (P), temperature (T) and humidity (II).
Unfortunately, in the present study the production (P) data was not available.
AB a result, we will confine our study to 'examine the effect of the covariates H
and T on ratio of dust concentration .
The following formulae were used to measure the concentration of dust by two
instruments ME and NY :
U Net weight X 1000 (1.1)
Total time X 1.90
V =
Net weight X 1000 (1.2)
Total time X 1.70
where U and V denotes the dust concentration measured by the two instruments
ME and NY respectively. The dust concentration of U in (1.1) and V in (1.2) can
be expressed as follows :
u gl(P,H, T) , (1.3)
v = g2(P,H, T) ,
where gland g 2 are usually non-linear.
Next assuming that the production has same effect on dust concentration,
(104)
eliminate the production effect by considering the ratio variable Y defined as :
y=~
U '
(1.5)
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and try to determine the effect of temperature and humidity on ratio of dust con-
centration ( Y ) . The functional relationship of Y, with Hand T may be defined
y = 93(H,T) ,
where 93 may be linear or non-linear.
1.2 PLAN OF THE STUDY
(1.6)
The main objective of this study is to fit an appropriate model of type (1.6)
for the different locations. In order to do this,
1. we study the distributional aspects of the data namely Y in chapter 2. Both
Exploratory and Confirmatory analysis will be given in this chapter.
2. Multiple Regression by Least-Squares method is to be applied to the
transformed data to fit a suitable polynomial model. Thirty two (32)
different models both linear and quadratic have been exploited to choose the
best fitted model using minimum error sum of squares criterion and then the
effect of partial change of temperature and humidity on ratio of concentra-
tion of dust based on the best fitted model will be discussed in chapter 3.
3. In chapter 4, we use the whole data set without deletion or transformation
and apply M and L 1 method of estimations as a robust procedure to select a
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suitable model on the basis of minimum error sum of squares. We also study
the effect of partial change of temperature and humidity on ratio of concen-
tration of dust based on the best fitted model.
4. The summary and conclusion of the study has been presented in the last
chapter (chapter 5).
CHAPTER 2
DISTRIBUTIONAL ASPECTS OF DAT'A
AB it was mentioned in chapter 1, we are interested in modeling the ratio of
concentration of dust Y, as a function of I-I and T. For such modeling it is impor-
tant to diagnose the distributional pattern of the dependent variable Y , while
the independent variables Hand T are assumed to be fixed. This is because,
if the distribution of Y is not Gaussian the statistical inference based on normal-
ity will be inappropriate. For example, the classical F - statistics constructed to
test the goodness of fits of a regression model may not have the F distribution if
the distribution of the dependent variable is skewed. From this point of view, it
is important to study the behavior of the dependent variable before modeling its
relation with other variables. Hence we analyze our data (Y) in section 2.1
through exploratory technique (cf.Tukey 1977; Mosteller 1977 and Hartwig 1979)
which is traditionally known as Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA). Further we
discuss a confirmatory analysis (Tukey 1980) on the distributional pattern of Y in
section 2.3 .
2.1 EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS
In the following subsection, we examine the symmetry of Y through Box-
and-Whisker plotting (McGill et al., 1975).
2.1.1 THE BOX-AND-WHISKER PLOT OF THE ORIGINAL
DATA
Box-and-Whisker plot (Box-plot) is the appropriate graphical tool for detect-
ing the symmetry of the data. Box-plots also help to identify the extreme obser-
vations in the data set. More specifically it shows the median of a data batch by
a '+' sign. If the '+' sign is located in the middle of the given box, the data is
assumed to be symmetrical provided there is no indication of heavy or thin tails .
If data batches contain outliers, they naturally stand out from the rest of the
data. Values between the inner and outer fence (Velleman and Hoaglin, 19S1) are
possible outliers, and in Box-plot they are indicated by '*' . Values beyond the
outer fence are probable outliers and in Box-plot they are indicated by '0' . The
inner and outer fence are defined as follows:
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H-spread = (upper hinge) - (lower hinge)
Lower limit of inner fence = (lower hinge) - (1.5 x (H-spread))
Upper limit of inner fence = (upper hinge) + (1.5 x (H-spread))
Lower limit of out er fence = (lower hinge) - (3.0 x (II-spread))
Upper limit of outer fence = (upper hinge) + (3.0 x (H-spread))
The Box-plot for five different locations are shown in Figure 2.1 .
Figure 2.1 Box-plots for Dliierent Locations.
Location 1251 ( N = 35 )
o *--------1 + 1------ o
+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+------y
0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 1.20
Location 1312 ( N = 28 )
o -----1 +1--------
+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+------y
0.24 0.36 0.48 0.60 0.72 0.84
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Location 1341 (N = 44 )
---------------1 + 1--------------------
----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--y
0.20 0.10 0.60 0.80 1.00 1.20
Location 2231 (N = 24 )
---------1 + 1------------
+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+------Y
0.630 0.700 0.770 0.840 0.910 0.980
Location 2233 (N = 36 )
*---------------1 + 1-----------
--+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+----Y
0.48 0.60 0.72 0.84 0.96 1.08
It is clear from the Figure 2.1 that there are 3, 2, and 1 possible and prob-
able outliers for location 1251, 1312, and 2231 respectively. Location 2233 has
also 4 possible outliers which is not clear from the Figure 2.1, since 3 values were
approximately same and they were shown in a single '*' sign. The possible and
probable outliers for location 1251 are 0.27318, 0.51795 and 1.25317; for 1312 are
0.26080 and 0.36982 ; for location 2231 is 0.66032; and for location 2233 are
0.49069, 1.11736, 1.11765, 1.11769. Location 1341 does not have any outliers.
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Temporarily, the above mentioned outliers will be excluded from the analysis for
fitting suitable regression model as in section 3.1.2 of chapter 3 . However, in
chapter 4 we will attempt to fit suitable models based on all information includ-
ing the outliers.
TABLE 2.1
Number of Observations in this Study
Location Original Excluding outliers
1251 35 32
1312 28 26
1341 44 44
2231 24 23
2233 35 31
2.1.2 BOX-AND-WHISKER PLOT EXCLUDING POSSIBLE
ANDJOR PROBABLE OUTLIERS
In this subsection, we draw the Box-plot for the data excluding outliers as
mentioned above. We do not give the Box-plot for location 1311, as there is no
outliers in this location.
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Figure 2.2. Box-plot after Deletion of Outliers for Different Locations.
Location 1251 ( N = 32)
--------------------1 + 1----------------
----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--y
0.560 0.640 0.720 0.800 0.880 0.960
Location 1312 (N = 26)
---------------1 + 1-----------------
------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+Y
0.650 0.700 0.750 0.800 0.850 0.900
Location 2231 ( N = 23)
------------1 + 1-----------------
+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+------Y
0.750 0.800 0.850 0.900 0.950 1.000
Location 2233 ( N = 31)
--------------1 + 1---------------------
----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--Y
0.560 0.640 0.720 0.800 0.880 0.960
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2.1.3 mSTOGRAMS EXCLUDING POSSffiLE AND/OR PROB-
ABLE OUTLIERS
Th e hist ograms for each location are displayed in this sub section. For th e
construction of histogram equal class intervals were considered for each location .
Y is plotted on horizontal axis and the counts for each class plotted on a vertical
axis. Note that the range of different locations are different by nature. Conse-
quently, the class intervals do not mean the same interval for different locations.
Histograms for different locations are shown in the following figure .
-15 -
RIELATIV E CO UNTS
Figure 2.3 Histogram for different locations.
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2.1.4 LETTER-VALUE DISPLAY EXCLUDING POSSIBLE
AND/OR PROBABLE OUTLIERS
So far we have presented graphical summaries of the data by using Box-plots
and histograms. We now investigate the data batches by using numerical sum-
maries . For each location, we ob~erve the letter-value spreads II, E, D, and C
[Velleman and Hoaglin, (HI81)]. The median M splits an ordered data batch in
half. The letter H denotes the hinges which are the summary values in the middle
of each half of the data. They are about a quarter of the way in from each end of
the ordered batch. Similarly, the letter E denotes the eighths and they are the
middle values for the outer quarters of the data. These values are about an
eighth of the way in from each end of the ordered batch . The difference between
the lower hinge and upper hinge is known as the II-spread. Similarly, the E-
spread is the difference between the lower eighth and the upper eighth, that is ,
the E-spread gives the range of the middle three-quarters of the data, and known
as eighths. The letter D is familiar as sixteenth, and so on.
For examining the shape of the data, the data spreads as defined above will
be compared to the spreads for the Gaussian distribution. The standard Gaussian
spreads are: H-spread = 1.34\), E-spread = 2.301, D-spread = 3.068,and C-
spread = 3.72G. We can compare the spreads of the data with the Gaussian
spreads by dividing the spread values of the data by the Gaussian spread values
to obtain quotients. If the data resemble a sample from a Normal distribution,
- 21-
then nil of those quotients will be nearly the same. A clear trend in the quotients
derived from the spreads provides an indication of how the data depart from
Normal shape. If the quotients grow, the tails of the batch are heavier than the
tails of the Normal shape. If the quotients shrink, the tails of the data are lighter.
The median, Mids, spreads, and Quotients for different spreads for different loca-
tions are summarized in the follbwing table 2.2 .
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TABLE 2.2
Letter Value Display for Different Locations
Location 1251 ( N = 32)
Depth Lower
M
H 0.707
E 0.632
D 0.567
C 0.552
Upper Mid Spread
0.755
0.820 0.764 0.113
0.880 0.756 0.248
0.913 0.740 0.346
0.933 0.742 0.381
Quotient
0.084
0.108
0.113
0.102
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Location 1312 ( N = 26)
Depth Lower Upper Mid Spread Quotient
M 0.782
H 0.702 0.802 0.752 0.099 0.073
E 0.655 0.823 0.739 0.167 0.073
D 0.630 0.867 0.749 0.237 0.077
C 0.625 0.890 0.757 0.265 0.071
Location 1341 ( N = 44)
Depth Lower Upper Mid Spread Quotient
M 0.630
II 0.500 0.798 0.649 0.297 0.220
E 0.309 0.989 0.649 0.680 0.296
D 0.233 1.078 0.656 0.845 0.275
C 0.214 1.108 0.661 0.895 0.240
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Location 2231 ( N = 23)
Depth Lower Upper Mid Spread Quotient
M 0.855
H 0.832 0:914 0.873 0.083 0.062
E 0.795 0.966 0.880 0.171 0.074
D 0.785 0.994 0.889 0.208 0.068
Location 2233 ( N = 31)
Depth Lower Upper Mid Spread Quotient
M 0.724
H 0.668 0.794 0.731 0.125 0.093
E 0.630 0.858 0.744 0.228 0.099
D 0.581 0.925 0.753 0.344 0.112
C 0.565 0.945 0.755 0.380 0.102
The results of the above tables along with the results of Box-plots from Fig-
ure 2.2 and Histograms from Figure 2.3 are discuss ed in the following section .
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2.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE VARlABLE Y FOR DIFFERENT
LOCATION
Location 1251
A first look at the histogram shows a concentration of data towards the
center of the distribution. Box-plot shows no indication of skewness and this is
verified by results of the table 2.1, where the midsummaries, which do not show a
significant increasing or decreasing trend. The quotients of the spreads are close
to constant. Thus, the distribution of Y for this location may considered as nor-
mal distribution.
Location 1312
Histogram for this location gives the impression that data is skewed and it
has longer left tail. Box-plot shows a slight skewness to the left. This pattern of
the data is also verified by midsummaries . Therefore, the data for this location
appears to be negatively skewed.
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Location 1341
The histogram for this location shows a concentration towards the center of
the distribution. The Box-plot in Figure 2.1 shows a slight skewness to the right
which is verified by the slightly increasing midsummary values. Hence we may
consider the data as positively skewed.
Location 2231
The Box-plot indicates that data are skewed to the right. Increasing values
of the midsummaries supports that data for this location is Skewed . Therefore,
the normality of the distribution of Y in this location is questionable.
Location 2233
The Box-plot for this location shows log tail towards right . Histogram shows
a concentration towards the center of the distribution. Midsummaries shows an
increasing trend, indicating a long right tailed distribution. Thus the normality of
the distribution of Y in this location is also questionable.
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2.3 CONFIRMATORY TEST FOR NORMALITY THROUGH
POWER TRANSFORMATIONS
In the previous section we have seen that in location 1251 and 1312 the dis-
tribution of Y is close to normal. But the normality for the location 13,11, 2231
and 2233 are questionable. in order to apply the classical results based on normal-
ity need some transformation for these locations. Although we feel that no
transformation is needed for location 1251 and 1312, for the sake of completeness
we study the necessity of the transformation for all locations. We use the well-
known Box and Cox (HJ64) power transformations which is widely used in statist-
ical literature. The transformation is given by :
IYA_1(-A-)' for A~O,Z -- log Y, for A=O,
where Y is the old variable, A is the parameter to be determined.
2.3.1 MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD METHOD FOR A
(2.1)
We assumed that the observations Y I. Y 2' Y 3' ... , Yn are independently
normally distributed with constant variance and with expectations specified by a
model linear in a set of parameters {3. We restrict our attention to transforma-
tions indexed by unknown parameter A, and then estimate A and the other
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parameters of model by standard methods of inferences. It is assumed that for
each A, Z is a monotonic function of Y over the admis sible range . We have Y
= [ Y I' Y 2' Y 3, ... , Yn ], as an n X 1 vector of observations, and we assume
that the appropriate linear model for the problem is :
' £ (Z ) = A {3, (2.2)
where Z is the common vector of transformed observations, A is a known matrix
of order n X k (say) and {3 is a k X 1 vector of unknown parameters associated
with the transformed observations.
It is assumed that for some unknown A, the transformed observations Z, (i
= 1, 2, . . .,n) satisfy the full normal theory assumptions, i.e., are Z's indepen-
dently normally distributed with constant variance u2, and expectations as given
in (2.2) . The probability density for the untransformed observations, and hence
the likelihood in relation to these original observations is obtained by multiplying
the normal density by the Jacobian of the transformation.
The likelihood in relation to the original observations Y is thus
__I
n
- exp [ (Z - A ~);; - A (3)1 J(A;Y), (2.3)
(21r)2u n
where
J(A, Y) = [1 iJZyj
I iJ j
IT YjA-I, for all A.
I
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We follow Box and Cox (1964) and use large-sample maximum-likelihood
theory to make inference about the parameters A, in (2.3) which leads directly to
the point estimates of the parameters. For given A, (2.3) is, except for a constant
factor, the likelihood for a standard Least-squares problem, i.e., the maximum-
likelihood estimates of the f3's are the least-square estimates for the dependent
variable Z and the estimate of (7"2 , denoted for fixed 0-2(A),is
(2.4)
where, when A is of iull rank,
A r = I - A (A'A )-1 A' ,
and S (A) is the residual sum of squares in the analysis of variance of Z.
Thus for fixed A, the maximized log likelihood, except for constant is
so that log J(A, Y) = (A - 1) i: log Yi .
i=1
(2.5)
The Lmax(A) in (2.5) will be plotted against trial series of values of A. We
will choose that value of A which gives max{L max(A)}. If L max(A)occurs
at -1, 0, and .5 then the required transformations should be Reciprocal, Log,
Square-root respectively. If L maAA) occurs at A = 1 , we do not need any
- 30-
transformation.
We plot L max(A) against possible value of A in Figure 2.4 and we also sum-
marize the values of A for dilferent locations in Table 2.3 .
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Figure 2.4 (cont'd)
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TABLE 2.3
Values of A and L max(A) for Different Locations
Location Lm ax
1251 74.097 1.2
1312 67.595 1.4
1341 62.038 0.6
2231 63.670 -1.2
2233 72.083 -0.2
From table 2.3 it is apparent that location 1251 and 1312 do not need any
transformation, locations 1341, 2231 and 2233 needs square-root, reciprocal and
log transformation respectively.
CI-lAPTER 3
FITTING MODELS TO THE TRANSFORMED DATA
Consider the transformed data Z obtained in the last chapter. The Z data
refers to original Y data for location 1251 and 1312 after deletion of outliers.
The Z data refers to the square root of the Y data for location 1341 and inverse
and log transformation of the Y data after deletion of ou tliers in locations 2231
and 2233 respectively. In this chapter our objective is to fit appropriate models
for Z in terms of Hand T. All possible linear and quadratic regression (cf. Belsley
1980; Daniel 19S0; Draper 19S1; Seber 1977; Wetherill 1986; Wishart 1953) func-
tions will be examined in order to choose the best fitted model.
3.1 SELECTION OF THE BEST MODEL
Consider a general regression model
z = X (3 + (. , (3.1)
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where Z is a n X 1 response variable (transformed or/and deleted), X is a known
design matrix of order n X k , f3 is a k X 1 vector of unknown parameters and ~ is
a n X 1 error variable. As the transformed data is normal, without any further
clarification, we assume that (r·...,N(O ,a2In ) . For the case where first or second
degree equation is of interest, the appropriate design matrix X will be of the
form:
1 t I hi h It I t 12 h 12
1 t 2 h 2 h 2t 2 t 22 h 22
X (3.2)
For a given model, linear or quadratic jJ= (X'xtlx'Z is the Best Linear
Unbiased Estimates (BLUE) of f3 as ~ has N (O,a2In ) . In order to choose the best
model we test the linear hypothesis
H 0 : f3 = 0 versus HI: the negation of H 0 , (3.3)
by using the classical F-statistic
w
Z'x (X'xt1x'Z
(k - 1)
Z'[I - X (X'xt1x1Z '
(n - k)
(3.4)
which follows usual non-central F-distribution (F') distribution with (k - 1) and
(n - k) degrees of freedom [d.I], and the noncentrality parameter given by
8 = ,Lr(-'~~-;)11 . Under the H o. W has the central F distribution with ( k - 1)
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and ( n - k ) d.I. The higher values of W would lead the rejection of the null
hypothesis.
The following criteria will be examined to choose the best models.
3.2 SELECTION CRITERIA
1. The overall model fits at less than 5% level of significance.
2. Individual coefficients of the related variable should be significant at less
than 5% level of significance.
3. Error sum of squares of the fitted model will be minimum.
For cIearity, for every location produce the p-values
p (w ~ Wo) = 1 - P , where WO is the calculated value W . Also we produce
sum of squares error (SSE), the p - values for each coefficients.
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TABLE 3.1
Values and P-values of Coefficients for Location 1251 •
Model Cons T H TH T 2 H 2
02 1.3S -.0089
(.091) (.000) (.091)
03 .86S -.0017
(.293) (.000) (.293)
04 .9S2 -.OOOOS
(.084) (.000) (.084)
OS LOS -.00007
(.09S) (.000) (.09S)
06 .807 -.00001
(.327) (.000) (.327)
07 1.9S -.0143 -.0037
(.024) (.000) (.012) (.032)
08 1.73 -.0109 -.00006
(.023) (.000) (.033) (.030)
09 S.56 -.134 .00092
(.204) (.425) (.S16) (.S44)
10 1.84 -.0144 -.00003
(.026) (.000) (.013) (.036)
11** 1.00 .0116 -.00023
(.020) (.000) (.029) (.010)
12 1.47 -.0036 .00011
(.025) (.000) (.033) (.013)
13 1.23 -.0132 .00009
(.460) (.029) (.439) (.497)
14 1.36 -.00006 -.00008
(.024) (.000) (.031) (.034)
IS 1.30 -.00020 -.00007
(.024) (.000) (.001) (.034)
16 1.35 -.00011 -.00003
(.028) (.000) (.013) (.037)
Figures in the parenthesis indicate P-value
** indicates best selected model
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TABLE 3.1 (cont'd)
Values and P-values of Coefficients for Location 1261 •
Model Cons T H TH T 2 H 2
17 .70 .0044 .0163 .00030
(.054) (.757) (.896) (.648) (.576)
18 6.29 -.143 -.0037 .00095
(.050) (.337) (.459) (.034) (.505)
19 2.07 -.0140 ' -.0080 .00003
(.060) (.002) (.017) (.614) (.784)
20 5.83 -.133 - .000055 .00090
(.049) (.372) (.491) (.032) (.527)
21 1.56 -.0063 -.00012 .00005
(.056) (.013) (.646) (.522) (.722)
22 6.12 -.141 .00094 -.00003
(.055) (.352) (.467) (.513) (.038)
23 .78 -.0184 -.00033 .00005
(.053) (.460) (.579) (.507) (.836)
24 1.057 .0097 -.00023 .000014
(.054) (.041) (.591) (.015) (.908)
25 1.59 -.0080 .00010 .00003
(.063) ('00 .1) (.615) (.018) (.783)
26 1.34 -.00013 -.00004 .00004
(.057) (.000) (.492) (.678) (.688)
27 4.62 -.106 .0096 -.0002 .00077
(.100) (.574) (.637) (.802) (.730) (.619)
28 .80 .0035 .0139 -.00028 .00001
(.111) (.764) (.923) (.772) (.629) (.940)
29 6.51 -.145 -.0084 .00097 .00004
(.101) (.332) (.460) (.598) (.504) (.764)
30 5.52 -.124 -.00011 .00086 .00003
(.099) (.411) (.533) (.563) (.553) (.766)
31 .83 .0169 -.00032 .00004 .00001
(.11) (.548) (.705) (.551) (.859) (.957)
32 5.13 -.116 .0036 -.00016 .00082 .00002
(.176) (.563) (.623) (.945) (.810) (.608) (.863)
Figures in the parenthesis indicate P-value
** indicates best selected model
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TABLE 3.2
Values and P-values of Coefficients for Location 1312
Model Cons T H TH T Z HZ
02 1.19 -.0071
(.018) (.00) (.018)
03 .820 -.0009
(.500) (.00) (.500)
04 .914 -.00004
(.075) (.00) (.075)
05 .971 -.00006
(.021) (.00) (.021)-
06 .782 -.00001
(.608) (.00) (.608)
07 1.31 -.0075 -.0014
(.034) (.00) (.013) (.260)
08 1.23 -.0059 -.00003
(.030) (.00) (.050) (.219)
09 3.26 -.0746 .00055
(.035) (.09) (.231)- (.276)
10 1.26 -.0075 -.00001
(.039) (.00) (.014) (.322)
11 0.86 .00624 -.00013
(.019) (.00) (.030) (.007)
12 1.08 -.00145 -.00006
(.038) (.00) (.254)- (.015)-
13 1.58 -.0249 .00019
(.190) (.00) (.083) (.093)
14 1.04 -.00003 -.00005
(.032) (.00) (.205) (.055)
15** 1.06 -.00013 .00005
(.010) (.00) (.003) (.015)
16 1.03 -.00006 -.00001
(.044) (.00) (.015) (.313)
Figures in the parenthesis indicate P-value
** indicates best selected model
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TABLE 3.2 (cont'd)
Values and P-values of Coefficients for Location 1312
Model Cons T H TN T 2 H 2
17 -.88 .0288 .0334 -.00058
(.021) (048) (.168) (.097) (.083)
18 2.92 -.0609 -.00115 .00044
(.062) (.138) (.343) (.379) (.404)
19 1.83 -.00673 -.0192 .00014
(.036) (.00) (.024) . (.145) (.174)
20 2.74 -.0560 -.00002 .00041
(.058) (.17) (.388) (.340) (.439)
21 .33 .0224 -.00016 .00020
(.006) (AI) (.069) (.016) (.021)
22 2.92 -.0621 .00045 -.00001
(.070) (.15) (.339) (.399) (.474)
23 .21 .0266 -.00046 .00018
(.024) (.68) (.104) (.087) (.202)
24 1.43 - .0124 -.00012 .00014
(.020) (.001) (.350) (.012) (.157)
25 1.61 -.0190 -.00005 .00014
(.041) (.001) (.153) (.029) (.184)
26 1.01 -.00046 .00018 .00020
(.005) (.00) (.012) (.056) (.016)
27 -1.98 .0597 .0385 -.00066 -.00021
(.047) (.59) (.5<18) (.141) (.130) (.749)
28 -.59 .0353 .0169 -.00067 -.00017
(.012) (.62) (.084) (.415) (.041) (.079)
29 4.58 -.0928 -.0241 .00070 .00018
(.037) (.036) (.153) (.077) (.183) (.090)
30 1.47 -.0152 -.00044 .00030 .00020
(.014) (.433) (.803) (.022) (.531) (.027)
31 .72 .0095 -.00056 .00023 .00018
(.013) (.204) (.591) (.036) (.087) (.070)
32 -.17 .0236 .0147 -.00063 .00008 .00017
(.029) (.964) (.807) (.600) (.130) (.90l) (.092)
Figures in the parenthesis indicate P-value
** indicates best selected model
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TABLE 3.3
Values and P-values of Coefficients for Location 1341
Model Cons T H TH T 2 H 2
02 .87 - .00127
(.443) (.00) (.443)
03 .83 -.00151
(.396) (.00) (.396)
04 .85 -.00003
(.405) (.00) (.405)
05 0.86 -.00002
(.216) (.00) (.216)
06 0.82 -.00003
(.256) (.00) (.256)
07 1.22 -.0045 -.0049
(.103) (.00) (.051) (.048)
08 1.01 -.0021 -.00005
(.357) (.00) (.224) (.227)
09 -.434 .0400 -.00031
(.001) (.202) (.000) (.000)
10 1.10 -.0038 -.00006
(.092) (.00) (.063) (.042)
11 .8,13 -.0009 -.00002
(.692) (.00) (.821) (.870)
12 1.15 -.0058 -.00004
(.023) (.00) (.014) (.009)
13 .690 -.0084 -.00014
(.285) (.00) (.270) (.183)
14 .998 -.00006 -.00002
(.161) (.00) (.146) (.087)
15 .786 -.00003 -.00004
(.500) (.00) (.740) (.406)
16 1.02 -.00004 -.00007
(.027) (.00) (.015) (.018)
Figures in the parenthesis indicate P-value
** indicates best selected model
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TABLE 3.3 (cont'd)
Values and P-values of Coefficients for Location 1341
Model Cons T H TH T 2 H 2
17 1.67 -.0122 -.0254 .00037
(.011) (.00) (.001) (.003) (.011)
18 - .081 .0350 -.0045 -.0003
(.000) (.821) (.001) (.033) (.000)
19 1.11 -.0039 -.0006 -.00005
(.194) (.001) (.140) • (.950) (.646)
20** -.335 .0427 -.00008 -.00034
(.000) (.302) (.000) (.028) (.000)
21 1.05 -.0049 -.00011 -.00013
(.102) (.000) (.030) (.226) (.044)
22 -.18 .0358 -.00029 -.00005
(.000) (.606) (.001) (.000) (.051)
23 1.25 -.0214 .00030 -.00008
(.003) (.00) (.001) (.011) (.000)
24 .695 .0088 -.00001 -.00014
(.477) (.00) (.295) (.917) (.190)
25 1.14 -.0055 -.00004 -.000003
(.058) (.00) (.559) (.027) (.980)
25 .931 .00010 -.00004 -.00013
(.036) (.00) (.235) (.008) (.028)
27 - .505 .0470 .0029 -.00013 -.00004
(.001) (.517) (.025) (.810) (.538) (.005)
28 2.52 -.0204 -.0512 .00052 .00028
(.005) (.00) (.001) (.004) (.002) (.051)
29 -.029 .0355 -.00793 -.00031 .00004
(.001) (.94) (.001) (.345) (.000) (.659)
30 -.372 .0440 -.0001 -.00035 .00001
(.001) (.349) (.001) (.304) (.000) (.871)
31 1.54 -.0441 .0004 -.00012 .00021
(.002) (.000) (.005) (.003) (.000) (.097)
32 -.81 .0530 .0107 -.0002 -.00039 -.00004
(.002) (.525) (.111) (.785) (.529) (.042) (.835)
Figures in the par enthesis indicate P-value
** indicates best selected model
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TABLE 3.4
Values and P-values of Coefficients for Location 2231
Model Cons T H TH T 2 H 2
02 1.11 .0007
(.884) (.oOi) (.884)
03 1.13 .0003
(.835) (.000) (.835)
04 1.10 .00001
(.674) (.000) (.674)
05 1.13 .00001
(.889) (.000) (.889)
06 1.15 .0000
(.975) (.000) (.975)
07 .781 .0046 .0014
(.843) (.242) (.589) (.576)
08 .832 .0035 .00003
(.787) (.111) (.585) (.504)
09 -.374 .050 - .0004
(.957) (.948) (.795) (.798)
10 .976 .0025 .00001
(.957) (.113) (.770) (.797)
11 1.03 -.0046 .00011
(.671) (.00) (.435) (.391)
12 .922 .0014 .00004
(.847) (.032) (.580) (.595)
13** .375 .0259 -.00021
(.185) (.368) (.069) (.071)
14 .939 .00003 .00003
(.789) (.008) (.506) (.558)
15 .835 .00014 -.0005
(.409) (.002) (.187) (.210)
16 1.06 .00002 .00001
(.960) (.005) (.778) (.803)
Figures in the parenthesis indicate P-value
** indicates best selected model
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TABLE 3.4 (cont'd)
Values and P-values of Coefficients for Location 2231
Model Cons T H TH T 2 H 2
17 3.51 -.0390 -.0394 .00065
(.536) (.109) (.248) (.202) (.185)
18 -.22 .038 .0014 -.0003
(.948) (.970) (.846) (.608) (.864)
19 .157 .0031 .0261 -.0002
(.328) (.826) (.705) (.074) (.086)
20 .13 .027 .00003 -.0002
(.923) (.982) (.891) (.540) (.906)
21 1.56 -0154 .0003 -.00013
(.364) (.026) (.242) (.086) (.108)
22 -.37 .047 -.0004 .00001
(.986) (.950) (.810) (.820) (.819)
23 2.06 -.0318 .0005 -.0003
(.599) (.051) (.247) (.225) (.307)
24 .382 .022 .00004 -.0002
(.332) (.371) (.207) (.729) (.113)
25 .326 .0262 .00003 -.0002
(.326) (.656) (.073) (.692) (.084)
26 1.08 .00027 -.00012 -.00013
(.381) (.003) (.092) (.261) (.115)
27 14.8 -.376 -.0734 .0012 .0025
(.483) (.157) (.218) (.096) (.090) (.264)
28 -.69 .0145 .0414 -.00018 -.00024
(.49 '1) (.875) (.805) (.602) (.844) (.278)
eo 2.53 -.078 .0283 .00067 -.00022
(.473) (.664) (.692) (.077) (.681) (.087)
30 6.14 -.167 .00035 .00122 -.00016
(.45g) (.354) (.443) (.073) (.485) (.088)
31 -.24 .0411 -.00017 .00012 -.00024
(.489) (.g09) (.526) (.813) (.763) (.224)
32 3.24 .469 .0211 -.00012 .00096 -.00004
(.489) (.809) (.567) (.782) (.81g) (.87g) (.475)
Figures in the parenth esis indicate P-value
** indicates best selected model
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TABLE 3.5
Values and P-values of Coefficients for Location 2233
Model Cons T H TH T 2 H 2
02 -.616 .0047
(.024) (.00) (.024)
03 -.315 .00001
(.095) (.001) (.995)
04 -.460 .00006
(.102) (.000) (.102)
05 -.454 .00003
(.041) (.000) (.041)
06 -.319 .000003
(.919) (.000) (.919)
07 -.792 .0058 .0026
(.040) (.000) (.012) (.234)
08 -.728 .0044 .00005
(.024) (.000) (.029) (.120)
09 -1.41 .0298 -.00019
(.022) (.008) (.062) (.109)
10 -.736 .0057 .00003
(.039) (.000) (.012) (.230)
11** -.439 -.0098 .00021
(.006) (.000) (.006) (.002)
12 -.589 .0026 .00004
(.068) (.000) (.261) (.022)
13 -.168 -.0079 .00010
(.837) (.525) (.561) (.555)
14 -.586 .00006 .00003
(.034) (.000) (.103) (.043)
15 -.609 .00020 -.00011
(.012) (.000) (.003) (.013)
16 -.539 .00004 .00003
(.067) (.000) (.021) (.254)
Figures in the parenthesis indicate P-value
** indicates best selected model
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TABLE 3.5 (cont'd)
Values and P-values of Coefficients for Location 2233
Model Cons T H TIl T Z HZ
17 .373 -.0125 -.0320 .00056
(.004) (.424) (.085) (.019) (.011)
18 -1.45 .0277 .0020 -.00017
(.040) (.007) (.086) (.370) (.167)
19 -.748 .0058 .0005 .00003
(.095) (.031) (.016) . (.968) (.868)
20 -1.32 .0239 .00004 -.00015
(.032) (.014) (.149) (.256) (.232)
21 -.597 -.00037 .00020 -.00012
(.033) (.003) (.934) (.130) (.244)
22 -1.41 .0277 -.00017 .00002
(.039) (.009) (.086) (.155) (.358)
23 -.149 -.0243 .00043 -.00005
(.006) (.457) (.018) (.008) (.122)
24 -.366 -.0136 .00021 .00005
(.018) (.123) (.253) (.002) (.738)
25 -.538 -.00001 .00004 .00003
(.151) (.075) (.000) (.029) (.843)
· 26 -.605 .00022 -.00001 -.00013
(.032) (.000) (.066) (.793) (.150)
27 -.80 -.0237 -.0370 .00064 .00007
(.011) (.471) (.386) (.042) (.032) (.66\))
28 .705 -.0145 -.0459 .00051 .00013
(.008) (.237) (.058) (.028) (.008) (.360)
29 -1.40 .0277 -.0005 -.00017 .00003
(.084) (.020) (.092) (.963) (.174) (.837)
30 -1.05 .0152 .00015 -.00011 -.00008
(.055) (.090) (.447) (.318) (.425) (.451)
31 .042 - .0341 .00045 -.00007 .00010
(.012) (.898) (.048) (.007) (.099) (.466)
32 1.41 - .0319 - .0555 .00074 .0001 .00015
(.Oli) (.25i) (.255) (.035) (.020) (.525) (.309)
Figures in the parenth esis indi cate P-value
** indicates best selected model
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Table 3.6
Values of the R 2 for 31 Different Models in Each Location
Model 1251 1312 1341 2231 2233
02 0.092 0.211 0.014 0.001 0.164
03 0.037 0.019 0.017· 0.002 0.000
04 0.096 0.126 0.017 0.090 0.090
05 0.090 0.203 0.036 0.001 0.136
06 0.032 0.011 0.031 0.000 0.000
07 0.227 '0.255 0.105 0.017 0.206
08 0.230 0.263 0.049 0.024 0.235
09 0.104 0.253 0.296 0.004 0.238
10 0.222 0.245 0.110 0.004 0.207
11 0.235* 0.292 0.018 0.039 0.305*
12 0.224 0.248 0.168 0.016 0.174
13 0.052 0.135 0.059 0.155* 0.013
14 0.228 0.258 0.085 0.023 0.215
15 0.228 0.328* 0.033 0.085 0.273
16 0.219 0.238 0.161 0.004 0.254
17 0.236 0.352 0.241 0.106 0.378
18 0.239 0.278 0.373 0.018 0.261
19 0.229 0.316 0.110 0.162 0.207
20 0.241 0.283 0.378* 0.024 0.275
21 0.233 0.424 0.142 0.151 0.273
22 0.234 0.270 0.361 0.007 0.262
23 0.236 0.343 0.294 0.092 0.364
24 0.236 0.355 0.060 0.161 0.308
25 0.226 0.307 0.168 0.163 0.176
26 0.232 0.433 0.191 0.149 0.274
27 0.243 0.355 0.379 0.167 0.383
28 0.236 0.442 0.307 0.164 0.399
29 0.242 0.373 0.376 0.170 0.262
30 0.244 0.43 ·1 0.378 0.174 0.291
31 0.237 0.441 0.342 0.165 0.378
32 0.2·14 0.4 ·12 0.379 0.165 0.408
* indicates R 2 value for the selected model
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Table 3.7
Values of the adjusted R 2 for 31 Different Models in Each Location
Model 1251 1312 1341 2231 2233
02 0.062 0.179 0.000 0.000 0.135
03 0.005 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
04 0.066 0.090 0.000 0.000 0.058
as 0.060 0.169 0.013 0.000 0.106
06 0.000 0.000 0.008 0.000 0.000
07 0.174 0.190 0.061 0.000 0.149
08 0.177 0.199 0.003 0.000 0.180
09 0.042 0.187 0.262 0.000 0.184
10 0.168 0.179 0.066 0.000 0.150
11 0.182* 0.230 0.000 0.000 0.255*
12 0.171 0.182 0.128 0.000 0.115
13 0.000 0.059 0.013 0.071* 0.000
14 0.175 0.103 0.041 0.789 0.159
15 0.174 0.270* 0.000 0.000 0.221
16 0.165 0.172 0.120 0.000 0.117
17 0.154 0.263 0.184 0.000 0.300
18 0.158 0.180 0.325 0.000 0.179
19 0.147 0.223 0.043 0.000 0.119
20 0.160 0.185 0.331* 0.000 0.194
21 0.151 0.345 0.078 0.017 0.192
22 0.152 0.170 0.313 0.000 0.180
23 0.155 0.254 0.241 0.000 0.294
24 0.154 0.267 0.000 0.028 0.231
25 0.143 0.212 0.106 0.030 0.084
26 0.150 0.355 0.130 0.011 0.194
27 0.131 0.232 0.315 0.000 0.288
28 0.123 0.336 0.236 0.000 0.306
29 0.130 0.253 0.311 0.000 0.149
30 0.131 0.327 0.314 0.000 0.182
31 0.123 0.334 0.275 0.000 0.282
32 0.098 0.303 0.298 0.000 0.290
* indicates Adjusted R 2 valu e for the selected model
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Table 3.8
Values of the Sum of Squares of Error for 31 Different Models in Each Location
Model
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
1251
0.2847
0.3020
0.2883
0.2852
0.3035
0.2424
0.2415
0.2810
0.2440
0.2398*
0.2433
0.2972
0.2421
0.2422
0.2429
0.2396
0.2385
0.2417
0.2380
0.2404
0.2402
0.2394
0.2397
0.2426
0.2407
0.2374
0.2396
0.2377
0.2372
0.2394
0.2371
1312
0.1138
0.1415
0.1261
0.11 50
0.1427
0.'1075
0.1064
0.1079
0.10 89
0.1022
0.1056
0.1249
0.1071
0.0970*
0.1100
0.0936
0.1041
0.0\)87
0.1035
0.0832
0.1034
0.0948
0.0931
0.1000
0.0819
0.0931
0.0805
0.0905
0.0816
0.0807
0.0 805
1341
1.095
1.091
1.092
1.070
1.077
0.994
1.056
0.781
0.989
1.091
0.924
1.045
1.016
1.074
0.932
0.843
0.696
0.988
0.691*
0.952
0.709
0.784
1.044
0.923
0.898
0.670
0.769
0.693
0.690
0.730
0.6S9
2231
0.1578
0.1576
0.1566
0.1578
0.1580
0.1553
0.1542
0.1573
0.1573
0.1518
0.1554
0.1334*
0.1543
0.1445
0.1573
0.1413
0.1551
0.1324
0.1541
0.1342
0.1568
0.1435
0.1326
0.1323
0.1349
0.1316
0.1321
0.1311
0.1305
0.1319
0.1301
2233
0.4656
0.5571
0.5072
0.4815
0.5569
0.4423
0.4264
0.4242
0.4418
0.3874*
0.4599
0.5500
0.4371
0.4053
0.4593
0.3462
0.4116
0.4418
0.4040
0.4051
0.4109
0.3540
0.3857
0.4593
0.4041
0.3438
0.3351
0.4109
0.3951
0.3467
0.3296
* indicates Sum of Squares of Error of the selected model
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3.3 BEST SELECTED MODEL FOR DIFFERENT LOCATION
According to the criteria given above, we now summarize the best model for
each location from Table 3.1 through Table 3.5.
Location 1251
Z = 1.0005 + 0.0116 H - 0.0002 TH
Location 1312
Z = 1.0626 - 0.0001 TH + 0.0001 H 2
Location 1341
Z = -0.3365 + 0.0427 T - 0.0001 TH - 0.0003 T 2
Location 2231
Z = 0.3750 + 0.0259 H - 0.0002 H 2
Location 2233 :
Z = -0.4385 - 0.0098 H + 0.0002 TH
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REMARKS:
The fitted equation for different locations shows no linear but quadratic rela-
tionship of ratio of concentration of dust with the covariates temperature and
humidity. Humidity is more influential covariate than temperature because it is
present in all best selected model in all location. It also reveals from the selected
model that interaction between humidity and temperature is found in all loca-
tions except 2231. Model for the location 2231 shows that ratio of the concentra-
tion of dust is not influenced by temperature.
3.4 PERFORMANCE OF THE REGRESSION MODELS
Now we evaluate the performance of the above regression equations at aver-
age temperature and humidity levels i.e., for H =H and T = T. Z and Y values
for each of the five locations are as follows:
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TABLE s.s
Estimated Z and Y values for Different locations at Average Level of T and H
Variable
H
T
y
1251
64.220
67.344
0.880
0.880
1312
66.380
61.538
1.095
1.095
134~ 2231
29.500 66.040
64.000 60.174
0.979 1.213
0.958 0.82 ·i
2233
37.740
64.840
-0.319
0.727
It reveals from Table 3.9 that the performance of the two instruments is not
the same. Note that Y is the ratio of NY and lYlE. It is clear that the perfor-
mance of NY over ME is 88, 110, 96, 82 and 73 percent for Locations 1251, 1312,
1341, 2231 and 2233 respectively, which shows that in all locations except 1312
ratio of concentration of dust measured by !vIE is higher than NY at average
level of temperature and humidity.
3.5 PARTIAL EFFECT OF HUMIDITY OR TEMPERATURE ON
CONCENTRATION
We calculated the partial derivatives of ratio of concentration of dust at the
mean change of temperature and/or mean humidity for the selected models in
each location. Results are shown in Table 3.10
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TABLE 3.10
Partial Change of Concentration for Different Locations
Locations az ez a
2z a2z a2z
aH aT aHaT aH2 aT2
1251 -0.00187 -0.012 84 -0.0002 0.0000 0.0000
1312 -0.00664 -0.0001 0.0002 0.0000
1341 -0 .00640 -0.0001 0.0000 -0.0006
2231 0.00000 0.0000 -0.0004 0.0000
2233 0.00317 0.00755 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000
* indicates that variable still present
Table 3.10 shows that partial change of the ratio of concentration of dust for
unit change of humidity at average level of temperature is maximum for location
2233 and minimum in location 1341. It also reveals that partial change of ratio of
concentration of dust for the unit change of temperature at average level of
humidity is maximum in location 2233 nd minimum in location 1251.
3.6 GRAPHICAL CHECK FOR GOODNESS OF FIT
In this section we check the goodness of the fit of the model by displaying
the multiple line plot of observed Z and fitted Z i.e., Z against sequence of the
observations.
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CI-IAPTER 4
M - ESTIMATE OF REGRESSION
Consider the model
y = X r + £* (4.1)
where Y is a n X 1 vector which represents the ratio of concentration of dust as
described in chapter 1.
X is a known design matrix of order n X k , of the form:
t l hi h It I t 2 h 2I I
t 2 h 2 h 2t2 t 2 hl2
X
t n hn h n t n t n 2 hn 2
and r 110 , 11 , ... , 1k -II' , a vector of unknown parameters.
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In (4.1) e" is a n X 1 error variable which is generally asymmetric.
Let r = bO'/) , where I = II , 12 .. .,11<-1' is the (k -1) X 1 vector of regression
coefficients, 10 is the intercept.
For the case when £' in (4.1) has asymmetric distribution, we wiII estimate
I by M-estimation technique. It is well known that for the case when
the distribution of £' symmetrical but contains some outliers,
ii. the distribution of £' is either positively or negatively skewed,
one can not use the multiple regression technique to estimate r. In such
case, the M-estimates of regression is highly appropriate (Andrews 1974; Andrews
et al. 1972; Bickel 1976; Carroll 1978, 1979; Hinich 1975; Hogg 1967, 1974; Huber
1964,1972,1973; Jackel 1972; Jureckova 1971; Moberg et aI. 1980; Stigler HJ77;
Yohai 1974 ) for estimation of I . However, in Carroll(1979, JASA) it has been
shown that var bo) is inflated where 10 is the M-estimate of 10 . AB we are pri-
marily concerned about I , we use M-estimation technique to estimate this
parameter.
AB the change of origin does not effect Ii (i = 1,2,... , k-l) , we wiII consider
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X as a centered design matrix. For example i: Ii = 0 ,and t hi = 0 .
i-I i-I
We adopt the notation of Hogg (1979) in explaining the distributional properties
of the M-estimate of I. The M-estimation of Ii (i = 1,2,... , k -1) requires to
minimize
where
and
{
Sin (X / a ) , IXI<=a n,
p'(X ) = 1j;(X) = 0 , IXI > a 1r,
S = Median 0 f the nonzero deviations IYi - Xi "11
.6745
(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)
I being the preliminary estimate of I obtained by using the least absolute value
technique and a = 2.1 . In calculation of S the nonzero deviations have been
considered because as too many zero deviations would produce small S , while the
actual measure of dispersion should not be too small .
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To minimize the function (4.7), we take its first derivatives with respect to
"t and equate those expression to zero. The equations are:
n y.-X'!i~I t/J (_I-S_I_)Xi j = 0, = 1,2, ..., (k -1) , (4.5)
Solving these equation (4 .10) is equivalent to solve
tWi Xij (Yi -Xi '!) = 0,
i=I
where
= 1,2,... ,k (4.6)
t/J[(Yi - Xi .:;, ) / S 1
(Y j - Xi .:;,) / S '
sin [ Residual (i ) / S I
2.1
Residual (i ) / S
i = 1,2,...,n , (4.7)
The solution to these approximate equations (4.11) is :
1= (X'wXtI X'WY ,
where W is the diagonal matrix as shown below:
(4.8)
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w 1 0 .. 0
o W2" 0
w
The 1 in (4.8) provides us with a new start which we use in (4.4) and (4.6 ) to
recompute Wi' The recomputed ui, is then used in (4.13) to compute 1 . This
cycle is continued until 1is stable.
4.1 DISTRIBUTION OF REGRESSION ESTIMATOR
1 (Ii (i = 1,2, ... , k-l))
The distribution of 1 for small sample case is not studied in the literature.
The asymptotic theory suggests that (Hill and Holland (1977) ) ...rn (1-')') has an
approximate k-variate normal distribution with mean vector 0 and a suitable
covariance matrix estimated by
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which reduces to
S'
(4.11)
4.2 TESTING REGRESSION FUNCTION ( H0: 'Y = 0 )
In order to choose the best model we test the linear hypothesis
H o : 'Y = 0 versus HI: the negation of H o , (4.12)
by using the X2 - statistics
(4.13)
where S' is given in (4.16) . The test statistics 5 I in (4.13) follows Xt2 (k .X],
the non-central X2 - distribution with n degrees of freedom and non-centrality
parameter A = +'1 cov (1) 'Y. Under the H 0' X2 reduces to the central X2, with n
degrees of freedom.
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To test individual coefficients we use normal statistic
(4.14)
where S' ii is the i th diagonal elements of S' and Z distributed as standard
normal variate with mean 0 and variance 1.
Tables (4.1) through (4.5) shows values of the individual coefficients of the
model and their respective P-values for 31 different model in each location.
Table (4.6) P-value of the 31 different models for each location.
We estimate '10 by
'10 =
_ k -I. _
Y - ~ 'Ii X
i=1
We remark that the M-estimatimator of '10 is not quite suitable as its sampling
error is generally inflated for the skewed data. It would have been more
appropriate to estimate '10 by Jacknife technique but was not chosen in the
present study as we are primarily interested in slop parameters.
Table (4.7) through (4.11) shows the estimated value of 10 and Sum of Squares of
Errors (SSE).
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SELECTION CRITERIA
1. The overall model fits at less than 5% level of significance.
2. Individual coefficients of the related variable should be signifi cant at less
than 5% level of significance.
3. Error sum of squares of the fitted model will be minimum.
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TABLE 4.1
Values and P-values of Coefficients for Location 1251 .
Model T H TH T 2 H 2
02 - .0082
(.0000)
03 -.0047
(.0696)
04 -.00002
(.0000)
05 -.00005
(.0000)
06 -.000004
(.0702)
07 -.0149 -.0041
(.0000) (.0000)
08 -.0109 -.00006
(.0000) (.0000)
09 -.201 .00142
(.0000) (.0000)
10 -.0143 -.00003
(.0000) (.0000)
11 .0120 -.00024
(.0000) (.0000)
12 -.0042 .OOOU
(.0000) (.0000)
13 -.0070 .00005
(.0041) (.0041)
14 -.00006 -.00008
(.0000) (.0000)
15 -.00024 -.00009
(.0000) (.0000)
16 -.OOOU -.00003
(.0000) (.0000)
Figures in the parenthesis indicate P-values
** indicates the best selected model
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TABLE 4.1 (cont'd)
Values and P-values of Coefficients for Location 1251
Model T H TH T 2 H 2
17 .028 .0042 -.00067
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
18 -.218 -.0026 .0015
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
19 -.013 . -.026 .00017
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
20 -.228 -.00004 .0016
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
21 .0029 -.00029 .00012
(.1346) (.0000) (.0000)
22 -.2270 .0016 -.00002
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
23** .0431 -.00069 .00022
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
24 - .0076 -.00023 .00014
(.0117) (.0000) (.0000)
25 -.0264 -.00010 .00002
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
26 -.0003 .00003 .00012
(.0000) (.0801) (.0000)
27 -.167 .026 -.0004 .00134
(.0003) (.0005) (.0002) (.0000)
28 .0057 .0106 -.00032 .00005
(.2017) (.1112) (.0017) (.0102)
29 -.214 -.0119 .00148 .00007
(.0000) (.0001) (.0000) (.0025)
30 -.201 -.00013 .0015 .00004
(.0000) (.0010) (.0000) (.0180)
31 .0152 -.00038 .00007 .00005
(.0314) (.0001) (.0572) (.0154)
32 -.100 .0576 -.00076 .00010 .00007
(.0271) (.0000) (.0000) (.0029) (.0044)
Figures in the parenthesis indicate P-values
** indicates the best selected model
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TABLE 4.2
Values and P-values of Coefficients for Location 1312
Model T H TH T 2 H2
02 -:0108
(.0000)
03 -.00013
. (.3347)
04 -.00003
(.0000)
05 -.OOOOg
(.0000)
06 -.000002
(.2070)
07 - .0109 -.00040
(.0000) (.1118)
08 -.0106 -.00006
(.0000) (.1161)
09 -.0273 .00013
(.0458) (.1542)
10 -.0108 -.000002
(.0000) (.2253)
11 .0103 -.00018
(.0000) (.0000)
12 -.00040 -.OOOOg
(.1084) (.0000)
13 -.0262 .00020
(.0000) (.0000)
14 -.000008 -.00008
(.0705) (.0000)
15 -.00015 -.00007
(.0000) (.0000)
16 -.000088 -.000002
(.0000) (.2428)
Figures in the par enth esis indicate P-values
** indicates the best selected model
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TABLE 4.2 (cont'd)
Values and P-values of Coefficients for Location 1312
Model T H TH T Z HZ
17 .029 .0364 -.00062
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
18 - .281 - .00024 .00014
(.0464) (.2416) (.1511)
19 -.010 -.0107 .00008
(.0000 ) '(.0009) (.0012)
20 -.264 -.000005 .00013
(.0591) (.1657) (.1753)
21 .0188 -.00044 .00020
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
22 -.0285 .00014 -.000001
(.0449) (.1466) (.3349)
23** .0231 -.00039 .00011
(.0000) (.0000) (.0021)
24 -.00031 -.00017 .000074
(.4664) (.0000) (.0030)
25 -.0102 -.00008 .00008
(.0015) (.0000) (.0022)
26 -.0005 .00017 .00021
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
27 -.215 .075 -.00128 -.00116
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
28 .0411 .0246 -.00080 .00017
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
29 -.055 -.0131 .00036 .00010
(.0012) (.0003) (.0064) (.0004)
30 .0233 -.00048 -.00001 .00021
(.0451) (.0000) (.4541) (.0000)
31 .0118 -.00058 .00022 .00017
(.0059) (.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
32 .218 .0580 -.00145 -.00109 .00021
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
Figures in the par enthesis indicate P-values
** indicates the best selected model
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TABLE 4.3
Values and P-values of Coefficients for Location 1341
Model T H TH T Z HZ
02 -.00084
(.0164)
03 -.0033
. (.0000)
04 -.00006
(.0000)
as -.00001
(.0000)
06 -.00005
(.0000)
07 -.00519 - .0070
(.0000) (.0000)
08 -.001 83 -.00008
(.0000) (.0000)
09 .0565 -.00044
(.0000) (.0000)
10 -.0042 -.00008
(.0000) (.0000)
11 -.0027 -.00001
(.0019) (.3417)
12 - .0086 .00006
(.0000) (.0000)
13 -.00 58 -.00013
(.0007) (.0000)
14 -.00009 -.00002
(.0000) (.0000)
15 -.00003 -.00006
(.0770) (.0000)
16 -.00004 -.00099
(.0000) (.0000)
Fi gur es in the paren th esis indicate P-values
** ind ica tes th e best select ed model
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TABLE -1.3 (cont'd)
Values and P-values of Coefficients for Location 1251 .
Model T H TH T Z HZ
17 -.0166 -.0355 -.00051
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
18 .0513 -.0069 .0004
(.0000) . (.0000) (.0000)
19 - .0054 -.0115 .00006
(.0000) (.0000) (.0144)
20** .0 513 -.00013 -.00049
( .0')00) (.0000) (.0000)
21 - .0058 -.00013 -.00017
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
22 .0516 -.00042 -.00007
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
23 -.0310 .00042 -.00012
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
24 .0060 -.00001 -.00013
(.0014) (.4043) (.0000)
25 -.0144 -.00006 .00007
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
26 .00013 -.00005 -.00018
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
27 .0774 .0132 -.00037 -.00057
(.OCOO) (.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
28 - .0318 -.1000 .00097 .0005
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
29 .0522 -.01i3 -.00045 .00014
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
30 .0679 -.00020 - .00053 .00006
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000) (.0001)
31 - .0717 .00062 -.00017 .00039
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
32 .0717 .0037 -.00027 - .00055 .00006
(.0000) (.3494) (.0045) (.0000) (.1376)
Figures in the parenthesis indicate P-values
** indicates the best selected model
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TABLE 4.4
Values and P-values of Coefficients for Location 2231
Model T H TH T 2 H 2
02 .00178
(.0185)
03 -.00073
(.0029)
04 - .00002
(.0020)
05 .00002
(.0090)
06 - .000004
(.0180)
07 -.00002 -.00069
(.4950) (.0717)
08 -.00027 -.00001
(.4083) (.0260)
09 .0648 -.00052
(.0293) (.0328)
10 .0017 -.000001
(.1377) (.3799)
11 -.00020 -.00002
(.4231) (.1671)
12 -.00077 .000001
(.0523) (.4760)
13 -.0210 .00016
(.0000) (.0000)
14 - .00002 .000002
(.0227) (.4320)
15 -.00006 -.00002
(.0008) (.0101)
16 .00001 -.000001
(.1786) (.3288)
Figures in the parenthesis indicate P-values
** indicates the best selected model
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TABLE 4.4 (cont'd)
Values and P-values of Coefficients for Location 1251 •
Model T H TH T 2 H 2
17 .0428 . .0402 -.00067
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
18 .0796 -.0009 -.0007
(.0127) (.0277) (.0125)
19 .0015 ' - .0204 .00016
(.1499) (.0000) (.0000)
20 .0900 -.00002 -.00074
(.0065) (.0064) (.0067)
21 .0151 -.00021 .00010
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
22 .0681 -.00055 -.000002
(.0261) (.0288) (.2936)
23 .0335 -.00056 .00029
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
24 -.0240 .00003 .00017
(.0000) (.0660) (.0000)
25 -.0208 -.00001 .00016
(.0000) (.2423) (.0000)
26 -.00022 .00012 .00010
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
27 .2802 .0637 -.0011 -.0018
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
28 -.0002 -.0226 -.000004 .0002
(.4937) (.OHl) (.4897) (.0000)
29** .1419 -.0246 -.0012 .00019
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
30 .1777 -.00030 -.0013 .00014
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
31 - .0284 .00006 -.00004 .00019
(.00-17) (.3001) (.2881) (.0000)
32 .2107 .0197 -.00054 -.0015 .0001
(.0111) (.2367) (.0539) (.0076) (.0466)
Figures in the parenthesis indicate P-values
** indicates the best selected model
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TABLE 4.5
Values and P-values of Coefficients for Location 2233
Model T H TH T 2 H2
02 .0042
(.0000)
03 -.0016
,(.0000)
04 .00003
(.0000)
05 .00003
(.0000)
06 -.00002
(.0000)
07 .0049 .0025
(.0000) (.0000)
08 .0035 .00005
(.0000) (.0000)
09 .0222 -.00014
(.0000) (.0000)
10 .0046 .00003
(.0000) (.0000)
11 -.0080 .00017
(.0000) (.0000)
12 .0020 .00004
(.0000) (.0000)
13 -.0106 .00011
(.0000) (.0001)
14 .00005 .00003
(.0000) (.0000)
15 .00016 -.00008
(.0000) (.0000)
16 .00003 .000023
(.0000) (.0000)
Figures in the parenthesis indicate P-values
** indicates the best selected model
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TABLE 4.5 (cont'd)
Values and Pvv alues of Coefficients for Location 2233
Model T H TH T 2 H 2
17 -.0066 -.0196 .00035
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
18 .0234 .00036 -.00015
(.0000) (.1758) (.0000)
H) .0048 .0010 .000015
(.0000) '(.2980) (.2573)
20 - .0132 .00004 -.000071
(.0000) (.0000) (.0001)
21 .0004 .00015 -.00007
(.0000) (.2322) (.0000)
22 .0228 -.00014 .000004
(.0000) (.0000) (.1880)
23 -.0148 .00027 -.00003
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
24 -.0092 .00016 .00002
(.0014) (.4043) (.1411)
25 -.00058 .00004 .00003
(.3866) (.0000) (.1155)
26 .00015 .000002 -.00008
(.OGOO) (.3197) (.0000)
27 -.1587 -.0238 .00042 .000053
(.0001) (.0000) (.0000) (.0114)
28 -.0002 -.0330 .00041 .0001
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
29 .0191 -.0005 -.00011 .00002
(.0000) (.4121) (.0000) (.1787)
30 .0051 .00013 -.000032 -.00006
(.0375) (.0000) (.0491) (.0000)
31** -.0277 .00033 -.00049 .00010
(.0000) (.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
32 -.0176 -.0365 .000 ,t7 .00005 .00011
(.0001) (.0000) (.0000) (.0298) (.0000)
Figures in the parenthesis indicate P-values
** indicates the best selected model
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TABLE 4.6
P-values of Chi-square for Different Location
Model 1251 1312 1341 2231 2233
02 0.00006 0.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0 .00000
03 1.00000 1.00000 0.08825 1.00000 0.99985
04 0.94713 0.66336 0.19321 0.99166 0.99992
05 0.00443 0.00000 0.98659 1.00000 0.00000
06 1.00000 i .ooooo 0.00349 1.00000 1.00000
07 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.99664 0.00000
08 0.00000 0.00000 0.13483 0.98814 0.00000
09 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0 .00000
10 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000
11 0.00000 0.00000 0.09277 0.98906 0.00000
12 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.99612 0.00000
13 1.00000 0.23504 0.00109 0.00000 0.74560
14 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.98996 0.00000
15 0.00000 0.00000 0.00175 0.913 G6 0.00000
16 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000
17 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
18 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.99466 0.00000
19 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
20 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000* 0.99233 0.00000
21 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
22 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.99968 0.00000
23 0.00000 * 0.00000* 0.00000 0.00014 0.00000
24 0.00000 0.00000 0.00100 0.00000 0.00000
25 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
26 0.00000 0 .00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
27 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
28 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0 .00000
29 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 * 0.00000
30 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
31 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000*
32 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
* indic at es P- value of the se lect ed mod el
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TABLE 4.7
Values of the Intercept for Different Location
Model 1251 1312 1341 2231 2233
02 1.300 1.3900 0.702 0.757 0.488
03 0.779 0.7340 0.745 0.912 0.822
04 0.841 0.8524 0.761 0.928 0.693
05 1.020 1.0700 0.709 0.804 0.632
06 0.764 0.i330 0.700 0.884 0.785
07 2.010 1.4300 1.187 0.911 0.350
08 1.i30 1.4100 0.905 0.906 0.415
09 7.830 1.9000 -1.090 -1.149 -0.075
10 1.830 1.4100 1.010 0.768 0.414
11 1.000 0.7670 0.744 0.935 0.670
12 1.520 1.0800 1.140 0.918 0.529
13 0.990 1.5600 0.610 1.520 0.989
14 1.370 1.0800 0.910 0.918 0.529
15 1.390 1.0560 0.660 1.022 0.520
16 1.360 1.0700 0.950 0.829 0.576
17 -0 .950 -0.9480 1.860 -1.739 1.101
18 8.710 1.9400 -0.580 -1.457 -0.132
19 2.610 1.7000 1.270 1.393 0.391
20 8.930 1.8900 -0 .958* -1.781 0.129
21 1.290 0.4680 0.974 0.330 0.496
22 8.890 1.9400 -0 .763 -1.226 -0.113
23 0.039* 0.3470* 1.329 -0.197 0.806
24 1.600 1.0700 0.614 1.532 0.687
25 2.180 1.3700 1.268 1.474 0.587
26 1.380 1.0200 0.845 0.810 0 .509
27 6.060 -7 .7700 -1.585 -9.679 1.460
28 0.830 -0 .9600 3.413 1.583 1.457
29 8.860 3.1300 -0.398 -2 .680* -0.020
30 8.050 0.3350 -1.125 -4.544 0.367
31 0.880 0.6890 2.023 1.764 1.084*
32 2.850 -7.3800 -1.267 -6.169 1.775
* indicates Intercept of the selected model
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TABLE 4.8
Values of the Sum of Squares of Error(SSE) for Different Location
Model 1251 1312 1341 2231 2233
02 0.8213 0.3957 2.642 0.1365 0.6896
03 0.8560 0.5139 2.584 0.1357 0.7758
04 0.8644 0.5028 2.592 0.1357 0.7841
05 0.8224 0.3953 2.607 0.1365 0.7032
06 0.3035 0.5151 2.553 0.136\) 0 .7644
07 0.\)064 0.3966 2.416 0.1358 0.7184
08 0.2415 0.3960 2.548 0.1356 0.7204
09 0.8050 0.3\)63 1.990 0.134\) 0.6602
10 0.8852 0.3964 2.417 0.1363 0.7228
11 0.8748 0.38\)6 2.582 0.1357 0.6776
12 0.9116 0.3973 2.278 0.13.57 0.7239
13 0.8703 0.50 82 2.523 0.1222 0.7470
14 0.8952 0.3966 2.480 0.1356 0.7313
15 0.9190 0.3953 2.549 0.1347 0.7120
16 0.8875 0.3963 2.309 0.1364 0.7207
17 0.8088 0.39 54 2.127 0.1355 0.6584
18 0.8435 0.3971 1.796 0.1337 0.6620
19 0.9346 0.3980 2.437 0.1217 0.7126
20 0.8379 0.3970 1.705* 0.1329 0.6\)03
21 0.9272 0.40 83 2.351 0.1252 0.7198
22 0.8325 0.3969 1.834 0.1347 0.6609
23 0.23\)4* 0.2394* 2.002 0.13\)3 0.6623
24 0.9532 0.3891 2.523 0.1213 0.6 849
25 0.9922 0.3985 2.273 0.1219 0.7180
26 0.92 88 0.417 5 2.257 0.1269 0.720 8
27 0.8073 0.42 60 1.78·. 0.1224 0.6619
28 0.8784 0.4091 1.9·11 0.1228 0.6328
29 0.8788 0.4001 1.781 0.1068* 0.6738
30 0.8487 0.41 38 1.775 0.1157 0.7012
31 0.8704 0.4063 1.856 0.1215 0.5903*
32 0.7632 0.47 50 1.784 0.1171 0.6368
* ind ica t es Sum of Squ ar es of Err or of th e selecte d mod el
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4.3 SELECTED MODELS FOR DIFFERENT LOCATIONS
According to the criteria given above, we summarize the best model for each
location from Table 4.1 through Table 4.8 .
Location 1251
Y =-0.0395 + 0.0:t31 H - 0.00069 TH + 0.00022 T 2
Location 1312
Y =0.368 + 0.0231 II - 0.00039 TIl + 0.00011 T 2
Location 1341
Y =-0.9585 + 0.0613 T - 0.00013 TH - 0.00049 T 2
Location 2231
Y =-2.6795 + 0.1419 T - 0.0246 II - 0.0012 T 2 + 0.00019 H 2
Location 2233
Y =1.0836 - 0.0277 H + 0.00033 TH - 0.00009 T 2 + 0.0001 H 2
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REMARKS:
The best model selected by M-estimation technique for different locati ons
shows that there is no simple linear relationship of the ratio of concentration of
dust with temperature and humidity. The selected best model for each locations
are all quadratic. It reveals from , the selected models that the interaction effect
are present in all location except location 2231.
4.4 PERFORMANCE OF THE SELECTED MODELS
Now we evaluate the performance of the above regression equations at average
temperature and humidity levels i.e., for H =H and T = T, Y values for each
of the five locations are as shown in Table 4.9.
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TABLE 4.Q
Estimated Y values for Different locations at Average Level of T and H
Variable
tt
T
y
1251
63.710
67.057
0.748
1312
65.710
61.929
0.721
1341
29.500
64.000
0.712
2231
66.500
59.958
0.719
2233
37.000
65.200
0.609
It reveals from Table 4.9 that performance of NY over ME for location 1251,
1312, 1341, 2231 and 2233 are 75, 72, 71, 72 and 61 percent respectively which
confirms the result in Knight and Moore (1984) . However, the result indicate that
performance of ME is better than NY.
4.5 PARTIAL EFFECT OF HUMIDITY OR TEMPERATURE ON
CONCENTRATION
We evaluate the partial deravites of ratio of concentration of dust at the
temperature and/or mean humidity for the selected models in each loca-
tion . Results are shown in Table 4.10 .
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TABLE 4.10
Partial Change of Concentration for Different Locations
Locations
ay ay a2y a2y a2y
aH aT aHaT aH 2 8T2
1251 -0.00317 -0.,01445 -0.00069 0.00044 0.00000
1312 -0.00105 -0.00039 0.00039 0.00022
1341 -0 .00832 -0.00013 -0.00000 -0.00098
2231 0.00000 0.00038 -0.00240
2233 0.00033 0.00010 -0.00018
- indicates that variable still present
Table 4.10 shows that partial change of the ratio of concentration of dust for the
unit change of humidity at average level of temperature is maximum for location
1312 and minimum for location 1341.
4.6 M-ESTIMATES: A COMPARISON WITH MULTIPLE
REGRESSION TECHNIQUE
In this section we compare the Y with the predicted value of Y by M-
method (Yro ) and Multiple regression method (Y/,) . we also show the sum of
squares of error obtained by these methods.
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It is clear from Figure 4.1 that the M - estimation technique fits the
observed data better than Multiple regression by least square method . This is not
surprising because the data were generally asymmetric including some outliers.
Thus we conclude that M-estimation technique always perform better than Multi-
ple regression by least square method in this particular situation.
CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The data on ratio of dust concentration measured by two machines ME and
NY , were collected for five major locations in two mines in Labrador, Canada.
The dust concentration is usually affected by production, humidity and tempera-
ture. There was no data available on production. Consequently, the ratio of dust
concentration measured by two machines were considered and its relationship
with temperature and humidity was examined. As a basic tool of statistical
analysis the distribution of the ratio of concentration was discussed in chapter 2 .
It was found that the distribution of the ratio variable is approximately normal
for location 1251 and 1312. The data for other three locations were highly
skewed. Consequently for fitting the model by multiple regression based on least
squares method the data for these three locations were transformed by using Box
and Cox power transformation function. The square root transformation were
applied in location 1341, inverse transformation in location 2231 and log transfor-
mation in location 2233.
Multiple regression based on least squares method using the transformed
data shows that there is no linear relationship of ratio of concentration of dust
- Q3-
with temperature and humidity. Interaction between temperature and humidity
were found to be significant in all locations except location 22,'31. It also shows
that in location 2231, ratio of concentration of dust is not influenced by tempera-
ture. The coefficient of determination (R 2) was found to be highest ( 37.8 % ) for
location 1341 and lowest (15.5 % ) for location 2231. The transformed ratio of
dust concentration level was found to be higher for ME machine in comparison to
NY machine except for location 2231. Partial change of the transformed ratio of
concetrat ion of dust for unit change of humidity at average level of temperature
was maximum for location 2233 and minimum for location 1341. Similarly, the
partial change of the transformed ratio of concentration of dust for unit change
of temperarure at average humidity level was maximum for location 2233 and
minimum for location 1251.
As the distribution of the ratio of concentration for most of the location
were found asymmetric the M-estimation of regression was studied in chapter 3.
It was found that there was no linear relationship of ratio of concentration of
dust with humidity and temperature. The interaction effect was found to be
significant for all location except 2231. The ratio of dust concentration was found
to be higher for ME machine than NY machine. The partial change of the ratio
of concentration of dust for the unit change of humidity at average level of tem-
perature is maximum for location 1312 and minimum for location 1341.
It has been found that the best selected model based on M-estimation tech-
nique is not adequate when fitted by multiple regression based on least squares
principle. This is not surprising because the data were asymmetric, whereas mul-
tiple regression principle requires symmetric data for testing the significance of
the model. For all locations the sum squares of error by M-estimation technique
were less than the sum of squares of error based on least square principle I this
gives the impression that M-estimation technique always performs better than
estimation by least squar es method.
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